Today's electricity grid is sprouting into the smart grid which should be dependable, supple, effcient, and supportable. To fulfill these necessities, the smart grid draws on a lot of center advances. Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). These advances or progressions encourage simple also, quick aggregation of different information, e.g. fine-grained meter readings. Various security and protection concerns with respect to the accumulated information/data emerge or arise, since explorations has demonstrated that it is conceivable to reason and extract user behavior from smart meter readings. Thus, these meter readings are extremely touchy and require suitable assurance. Smart grid is bleeding edge power grid. It takes in communication framework/network with information system as one more savvy system for strong and safe base. Cloud computing has made and propelled over the earlier years transforming into a certified choice for Smart Grids system because of the flexibility, openness, interoperability execution and most basic its execution. Regardless of the way that smart grid using two way communication and cloud there are still some break provisions as for security which have to ponder on.
INTRODUCTION
Smart grid is the substitution of maturing power system by insightful power system joining Energy Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and Technology (ET). The usage of smart grid innovations altogether expand the unpredictability of taking care of information/data in data management model, which implies the general expense of information/data control in the information management model increments [Zhong Fan et al] . Cloud based information incorporation offers more elevated amount of adaptability, productive information sharing approaches, easy handling of data for profoundly complex frameworks and better outsourcing for innovative entities. Henceforth, an outline of effective model and choice of suitable reproduction apparatus is needed for general expense diminishment of information management. A cutting edge distributed computing worldview termed as cloud computing innovation assumes a key part in data management by serving extensive data centre's utilizing cloud suppliers with huge stockpiling/storage and services of computations [Wu C et al] .
The novel smart grid strategy is extraordinarily charming front line electrical power framework design. It takes in communication networks and power distribution networks as one all the more sharp system, and goes about as two-way smart information and control streams/flows. In perspective of that savvy decisions and streamlining on usages of power as demonstrated by the state of the electrical power, system and customers dynamical needs are possible. According to NIST's hypothetical model, the Smart Grid comprises seven consistent domains i.e. Mass Generation, Transmission, Customer, Distribution, Service Provider, Markets and Operations. The beginning four areas are the two way power and information streams. The last three areas are information assembling and power organization/management in the Smart Grid. In this way, to interconnect this entire communication framework/network accepts a basic part. Smart grid is genuine application, which oblige web for correspondence so to finish wise functionalities it strongly subject to communication framework/network. In smart grid information set away or stored on cloud storage, customers and buyers can direct collaborate with this data. On account of that, stresses of steady quality and security of this data ending up being more fundamental and crucial. Nowadays masters, academic professionals are taking a shot at fundamental security concerns assurance/confidentiality, data reliability, availability. In smart grid information present on cloud is greatly fragile to attack. Aggressor tries to get passage of information open on smart meters, which will be to a great degree hazardous for both customer and buyer. As smart grids enthusiastically rely on upon communication framework or network security for insider data, robbery strike is a basic. Standard security frameworks are not prepared to fulfill security need of this innovative technology. As needs be, there is exact need of best course of action, which competent thwart data mishap, and misuse of data. In this research article we outline the data security issues in a cloud for the smart grid with respect to fog computing, and focus on an innovative proposed approach fog computing for cloud data security to provide security elucidations for cloud data security in smart system. 
LITERATURE REVIEW:
With progressions, current developments cyber attacks approaches moreover get improved due to that it is not troublesome now to break any protected communication 
Figure 3: Smart Grid Security Issues
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In 2011 there is strategy "SPARSH" projected by [Rohit Ranjan et al] . This is a biometric method employing thumb impression to confer security. This approach fill in as verification/authentication and exhibits useful while downloading and exchanging or uploading records from cloud. Then again, the declaration of Steve Kirsch of oneID have to be considered, which he said in fog computing social event, that there is a parable that biometric is well-built protection plan than whatever else in light of the fact that your fingerprints may get stolen from things which you are using . He furthermore said that passwords are frightful security is another myth; the way we are employing passwords isn't correct [Fog Computing Conference] . Think in like manner recommended that fog computing can be constructive for security in light of the fact that it focus on to recognize unapproved access through customer behavior profile that is decoy course of action or method. With decoy system, if access is unapproved it gave fake reports, which perplex assailant [Salvatore J. Stolfo et al]. Fake records may be honey pots, honey archives or any wrong bills, records that are not discriminating. This system pleasing because of two sureness's (i): It checks whether customer is authorized or not. 2: If customer is not a genuine customer puzzle it for fake records.
THE UTILIZATION OF FOG TO SECURE CLOUD:
At present cloud storage is a comprehensively used technology to store information because it have wide storage space. On the other hand, information set away or stored in cloud available thoroughly where anyone can get to it. The most basic thing should notice that when customer store information he absolutely clueless that where and how data will be secured and who will get to it. So taking all things into account customer need affirmation that his business data nobody will access without rights. Standard encryption technique is not capable enough to make it unsuccessful to balance data burglary ambush. By applying encryption technique to the information, we can't comprehend outright protection to private data. To make the smart grid safe and sound from insider data theft strike it is feasible to change from cloud to fog. 
Consumer Behavior Profiling
This is behavior based security strategy. In this phase it limit access to customer that how, when, the amount of information he will get to. Supplier or supervisor keep up log of legitimate customers and set criteria for analyzing information. Behavior of typical customer interminably verified to see whether there is any abnormal behavior happened in user's data. According to customer behavior and getting the opportunity to time, system will prepared to see bizarre access.
Decoy Technology
When weird behavior recognized, it gave some fake reports.
To do these things a couple traps set within records systems this traps are just decoy reports. These reports get set by genuine customer, camouflages or intruders completely clueless of this. So if any unapproved individual found suspicious to system he gave fake data. Right when unapproved customer gets fake data, he acknowledges that he is overseeing exceptional data. That suggests here succeeds to dumbfound customer due to that data disaster turned away. Thusly, in this way cloud data secured, and this approach is being used by the authors [Mayur Subhash Chavan] in smart grid to accomplish a paramount security elucidations.
For smart grid when consumer needs to get data from appropriated smart grid storage, for instance, customer information like area, name et cetera, bills information, need to pay charges should take after below security confirmations.

Login.
 Enter check/verification code.
 Answer mandatory or test questions.
Right when customer passes these three stages, he can get to be familiar with data, which he needs and prepared to download/upload records as show in Customer must be an enrolled customer. Right when customer endeavor to login he will get one affirmation code. Affirmation code here means one time password, which he needs get access to an account. After that if, customer need to download or upload data he needs to breeze through security watches that is test questions if answer correctly then prepared to access to data. If customer fails to answer so, he will get fake/decoy data, which he acknowledges is special. Fake/decoy data put with special or original data away or in storage. Here nobody can go into cloud storage clearly; they have to experience fog environment, which made for security of data on cloud. In perspective of fog decoy document, unapproved customer will not be capable to reach to one of a kind of original document or record. Also, this how system make it to surprise mugger.
CONCLUSION
With the smart grid emergence an a lot of energy prosumers' fortification concerns emerge in light of the fact that research has demonstrated that it is conceivable to conclude private subtle elements of occupants' way of life from meter readings , particularly when those are discharged to cloud-based thirdparty smart grid services. We assessed data burglary strikes appear in smart grid cloud data storage. Here we outlined to offer response for such data attack with fog computing. Fog computing is another promising approach to manage securing individual and business data in the cloud. In the first place it screen unapproved access through customer behavior profile and after that second decoy chronicles or document set away in the Cloud near to the usage access. If there is any nasty behavior recalled that it confused or served the attacker with diversion reports (decoy documents).
